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Aaron Parson While you can play Minecraft yourself, one of its signature features is the ability to build, explore and fight with other players online. If you want to run your own Minecraft server, you need to share your computer's internet protocol address. The IP address identifies your computer online, allowing others to connect to you. To
find it, you can use Windows' built-in Ipconfig. Tap Windows-R to open the Run window. Enter cmd and click Enter to run the command query. Enter ipconfig and click Enter. Several lines of information will appear in the window. Look for a line that says Address IPv4. This line shows your computer's IP address. If the number starts at
192.168, your router has given your computer a local IP address. This address will work to play Minecraft with other computers in your home, but not with others online. If you get a local IP address but want to play online, you need to find your router's IP address. Write down the number on the default Gateway line. Enter it into the
address strip of your web browser and click Enter to run the router configuration page. Enter the router setting with the username and router password. View information about setting up your router to find your global IP address. Its location will vary depending on the router's brand. For example, Netgear routers display an IP address on
the router status page, while Linksys routers display it on the Status tab, and Belkin routers show it tagged as WAN IP in the Internet Settings field. By Charlotte Mission Updated September 22, 2017 Joining the server in Minecraft opens up a multiplayer aspect of the game that allows you to interact with other players and explore the
worlds they have created over the Internet. The host player sets the rules, including the game mode, and which players can use the commands. You can only join your local server if you're connected to your host's local network. Tap the Multiplayer button on the Minecraft start screen. Wait until the game detects a local server. Ask the
name and address of the server from the game creator if the game does not automatically identify it. Click add server and type this information into the appropriate boxes. Click Made to return to the multiplayer screen. Click on the list of local servers to highlight it, and then click Join the server to enter the world. Minecraft is the creation of
a game that allows users to create worlds or learn to survive in pre-created worlds. Freedom. Expression. Creativity. Infinite. These are not words that you would associate with traditional games you find in stores, play for weeks and then on the shelf to collect dust. Minecraft is a form of expression that has no true conclusion. As long as
your imagination flows, the game keeps going. Many people who play Minecraft understand this, and those who can't question why Minecraft is the most important game of this generation. To understand why violates the rules of traditional games, you must first understand that Minecraft is not a game, but rather a toy. Minecraft is the
modern, digital equivalent of Legos. You take these digital cubes and build whatever your heart wants. Although Minecraft is addictive in nature, it is addictive for all the right reasons. Minecraft is a means for you to express raw, unfiltered creativity, and allows you to explore potentially untapped regions of your imagination to create
something you would otherwise not be able to. Minecraft has two different modes. Survival and creativity. Survival mode is a traditional game. You start in a randomly generated world and have to collect the materials you need to survive. These deliveries are all created by you, the player, exploring and exploring the whole world has to
offer. As you progress through cave systems, dungeons, and huge over the world, the feeling of true achievement kicks in when you take a step back and look at what you have created. Creative mode allows you a world of endless possibilities. A world that gives rise before you can be endlessly configured using different options for
creating a world. These options range from setting up how massive mountains can be, like huge oceans. You can even customize if there are any oceans at all. The world can be completely flat as well, allowing an empty, huge, open canvas for your creations. Or create a world with a top layer made entirely of TNT and watch it explode! If
you didn't understand Minecraft before, you might understand it now. The appeal of these digital Legos is huge and truly endless. It can inspire any gender and any age group. Minecraft is unlimited and versatile. Raw creativity knows no bounds, especially in the digital universe, where the only limit of your creations is itself. The only
limitation of Minecraft is time. It's, otherwise, limitless, and there are some great shortcuts, cheats, and step-by-step guides that make it even better! While it's easy enough to share a Minecraft card with other local players in your network, it's good to be able to run a dedicated server so people can come and go without the original game
host downloading Minecraft. Today we are looking at how to run a simple local Minecraft server with and without mods. Why run Minecraft? One of the most frustrating elements of Minecraft's local multiplayer experience (both for PC and PE edition) is that the original host of the game must be active to access previous creations. If there
are two parents and two children playing Minecraft in the family, for example, and they spend a few hours one weekend working on a large structure organized by Kid #2, then anytime someone wants to work on that world/structure again they need a Kid #2, ignite your game and share it with everyone else by opening it in LAN. The factor
is that every world is on every single computer and suddenly it becomes a real hassle for more than one person a person work on this map. A much more effective way to do something is to conduct offline servers on a local network. In this way, players can come and go as they please without any one person needing to log in and share
their world. Even better, you can place the Minecraft server on a machine that isn't very well suited to Minecraft (we run modest Minecraft servers from small Raspberry Pi boxes without a problem). Let's see how to set up a basic local Minecraft server with and without mods. Setting up a simple vanilla Minecraft server there are two ways
to approach install a simple vanilla Mojang-supplied Minecraft server. One of the very Windows-oriented methods is how you just download. EXE the file and run it, with a handy little graphics user window. This method won't necessarily help OS X and Linux users however, so we're going to use it. JAR is a based method that will help
expand the process across all platforms with only the very minor settings required to move between operating systems. The first order of the business is to download the official Minecraft FILE JAR server. This tutorial version is 1.7.10. You can find it at the bottom of the official Minecraft.net download page. Whatever your operating
system you want. JAR file. Once the file has finished downloading, move. File JAR in a more permanent place. We posted the file to /HTG Test Server/. You can put it anywhere you want, but label it clear, put it in a safe place, and know that once you run. The JAR file of all server-related items will be downloaded/unpacked in the folder.
JAR is in, so don't untie it anywhere like the root of the drive or the home folder. Run the server for the first time, execute the next command on the command tip from the directory. The JAR file is located in, of course: Windows: Java -Xmx1024M -Xms1024M -jar minecraft_server.1.7.10.jar nogui OS X: Java -Xms1G -Xmx1G -jar
minecraft_server. 1.7.10.jar nogui Linux: Java -Xms1G -Xmx1G -jar minecraft_server. 1.7.10.jar nogui The above commands will run the Minecraft server JAR file. The team runs Java, assigns 1GB of memory/1GB maximum, indicates that the file is JAR, calls JAR and indicates that no GUI is required. You can adjust the
assigned/maximum memory values up if you find that you need to do this for particularly large worlds or servers with many players (say, during a LAN party), but we don't recommend lowering memory values. If you need help installing Java on Linux, creating a shortcut for the launch process on OS X, or any other specific OS issue, we
encourage you to check out a detailed guide to running a SERVER JAR file located on the official Minecraft wiki. When you first start the server, you'll see the following message: Stream/INFO: Launch of Minecraft 1.7.10 Server Version Server Stream/INFO: Server Stream/WARD Properties Download: server.properties new Server
Stream/WARN property file: Eula.txt Server Stream/INFO could not be downloaded: You must agree with EULA to start the server. Go to eula.txt for more information. Server Stream/INFO: Stopping the server is perfectly normal. Look at the server directory for the EULA.txt file, open it and edit the eula'false record to eula'true to indicate
your agreement with the Mojang server user agreement. Save and close the document. Start the server team again. You can run it with or without a nogui tag depending on your needs/desires. If you run it with the nogui tag, the server exit and command interface will remain in the terminal window you launched the command into: if you
remove the nogui tag, the GUI will open and provide a cleaner and easier-to-manage experience: the GUI interface shows you exactly what you'll see in the terminal window in the big right glass, as well as the stats window in the top left and the list of players currently registered in the bottom right sheet. If you're not working on a resource
machine (or headless device like a media server or Raspberry Pi), we recommend using a graphical interface. During the second server launch, after you have accepted EULA, additional files are downloaded and the world is generated by default. The default world is in /world/ and looks very similar to the usual old /.minecraft/saves/
someworldname / folder from the usual Minecraft (actually, it is). You can play on a randomly generated world or you can delete the content/world/ and replace it with the contents of a saved game from a standalone copy of Minecraft or the world except you downloaded from the Internet. Let's join our freshly minted server and see what it
looks like. In order to join your game you have to be on the same network as the host computer and you need to know the IP address of the receiving computer. With an IP address in hand, start Minecraft, click on The Multiplayer from the main menu and add a new server, or use the direct connectivity feature. If you need help with any of
these options, see Connect to Remote Servers section exploring Minecraft multiplayer server lesson from our previous guide. Here we are on a completely new server. Everything looks great and the world loads smoothly. One thing you will immediately notice is that the game is in survival mode. It's the default server, but we'll show you
how to change it in a moment. On the server side of things, you'll see a stream of notifications in the console window as things happen on it: players joining, players dying, player communication, and other notifications. You can also use server commands in both the console window and if you're an OP or an operator on the server. There
are dozens of commands, many of them quite obscure and rarely used. You can read the entire list of commands on the Minecraft wiki, but highlight those most relevant to getting your server and running in the table below. Note: Note: You enter a command in the server console window, you don't need a presenter/, but you enter it into
the chat window as a player on the server. /defaultgamemode (s/c/a) switches the default server mode to new players between Survival, Creative and Adventure modes. /the difficulty of p/e/n/h switches the difficulty levels between peaceful, easy, normal and difficult. /gamemode s/c/a) the same as /defaultgamemode, except applied on
the player-by-player basis. /list lists of all current players. / (de)op player/deop (player) gives the player-named operator privileges (or takes them away). /save- (all/on/off) all immediately saves the world, turns on the world economy (this is the default state), and the shutdown automatically shuts down. It's best to leave this alone if you
don't want to force an immediate save to back up your work with/save all commands. /setworldspawn - x y z - sets the caviar point for all players entering the world. In the absence of coordinates, it establishes the place on which the executive work is worth, with arguments assigns a point of caviar to these coordinates. /spawnpoint
(player) - x y z' is the same as worldspawn, but for individual players; allows you to establish a unique spawning point for each player. /stop shuts down the server. /time set (value) changes the time of the game; will take a day, a night or a value of 0 to 24,000, in which, for reference, 6000 noon and 18,000 midnight. /tp (target player)
(destination) Teleports player. The first argument should always be the target player. The second argument may be another player (send Player A to B) or x/y/z coordinates (send Player A to location). /Weather clear/rain/thunder changes the weather. You can also add a second argument to change the weather to X number of seconds
(where X can be 1 to 1,000.00). These are the most directly useful commands to run a small home server. There are additional commands that are useful if you open your home server for public or semi-public use (e.g./kick and/ban) but which are usually not needed for private home use. Now that we have successfully launched our
private home server, you may be wondering (especially after all the lessons devoted to them) how we can inject some amazing mods into our server. Next stop, modding server. Setting up a simple Modded Minecraft Server Just as you can easily enter the Forge mod loader into a standalone Minecraft installation you can easily inject a
Forge mod loader into the Minecraft server. You can reuse the same installer you used for Forge in the previous modding tutorial; just re-run (it doesn't matter if you use. EXE or. JAR) and set up the settings as such: Select Install the server and point it to a fresh catalog. You don't need to install a server and then install Forge as you need
to install and then install Forge, as we did in the client side of the tutorial. Note: If you jumped into this section because you were so excited about the mods on your We still recommend that you read the previous section as some of the steps are identical and we don't repeat them all in detail for this part of the tutorial. Give it a minute to
download the server and Forge files and then visit the installation folder. The next steps will be very similar to installing a vanilla Minecraft server. In the folder, run the forge.'universal.jar file using the same command you used based on the operating system from the vanilla part of this tutorial. The server will work and then stop, pointing
out, as it was in the previous section, that you need to take EULA. Open the newly created EULA.txt and edit the false to the true, as last time. Run the server again to confirm that everything is set correctly and just for extra good measure, join the world. Keep in mind that when you join the world, you will need to join a modified customer
(vanilla customers cannot join modified servers). Join the corresponding version of the Minecraft installation number with Forge installed, but without any mods uploaded that will reflect the state of the server. Everything looks good. We even spawned near the village, which is always fun. Let's show these residents as a party, spawning a
portal into a magical dimension. No deal; we just threw a diamond in a puddle and all the villagers are looking at us like we're crazy. We could forge installed, but we lack the component that makes magic happen: Twilight Forest mod. Now that we know Forge is installed properly, the next step is to install the mods we want. The process is
very simple. You just need to make sure that the mod. The JAR file (in this case, the Twilight Forest mod) is both in the /mods/folder folder for your new Forge server and in the /mods/folder folder for the Minecraft client you're joining the server from. Get out of the Minecraft client and stop the server from the stop command, copy the files,
and restart the server. Then restart the client and join the server. Words cannot express the disappointment we felt when a villager fell in the newly generated portal of the Twilight Forest and was unable to teleport to the Forest. We have to go in his place. The portal was next to the castle. Seriously, this may be the luckiest seed card
ever: we started near the village in Overworld, made a portal there, and ended up next to a castle in Twilight Forest (if you play with Twilight Forest at 1.7.10 (or other versions 1.7.) seed: 106507216889566632)! More tricks and tricks for your server at the moment you're ready to rock, either with or without mods depending on what taste
you've set. That doesn't mean, however, you're done messing around with your server. Let's look at a few additional things you can do to improve your server. More mods You can always install more mods. Keep in mind that more mods more CPU/GPU/RAM resources. Pay attention to the fashions that you set because who joins the
server needs to have these fashions installed too. Generally speaking /mod/ client folder and /mod/ server folder should be mirrors of each other. Need ideas for good server mods? Hit up the resources listed in the section Where to find mods? Our Minecraft modding tutorial. By opening your server to remote players If you want to play
with people outside the local network, you can set up port re-preparation so that players outside your home network can access the server. Most home broadband connections can easily support many players. Because there is no password system on the server, you may want to create a white list on the server. Use command and
options/whitelist (on/off/list/add/delete/reboot) to set up and view the white list. Fine tuning with Server.Properties Inside the server folder you will find a file called server.properties. If you open this file in a text editor, you'll find a simple configuration file that you can edit manually. While some of these settings are available through
server/game teams, many of them are not. Using simple true/false or numerical switches, you can allow players to fly during survival mode, turn off Nether, set up server timeout settings, and a host of other variables. While many of these parameters are understandable, some require a better understanding of the variable. Check out this
detailed breakdown of server.properties variables. Armed with a server, modded or otherwise, now you no longer have to worry about having the right person online at the right time in order to gain access to your world (and you can easily share your world around your family or with friends across the country). country).
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